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Introduction 

Research at Stanford using an AI model to diagnose two types of lung cancer found that 

the model differentiated between the two types and predicted survival rate more effectively than 

the human doctors (Conger, 2016). One of the head researchers, Michael Snyder, said “Two 

highly skilled pathologists assessing the same slide will agree only about 60 percent of the time. 

This approach replaces this subjectivity with sophisticated, quantitative measurements that we 

feel are likely to improve patient outcomes” (Conger, 2016). To many, increased accuracy is an 

indisputable good, and we have seen the results of this sentiment as AI is now being 

implemented in medical imaging across the country. But using computer algorithms that reach 

decisions through indecipherable weightings within neural networks has also led to many ethical 

dilemmas. 

Medical imaging is a useful technology that has now become nearly universal. To allow 

doctors to see internal problems such as bone breaks, tumors, or bleeding, different types of 

images can be taken using electromagnetic waves or sound waves to bypass the outer layers of 

skin or soft tissue. Historically, a human radiologist examines a patient’s imaging and makes a 

diagnosis based on features of the image that they have been trained to identify. However, the 

dawn of image recognition algorithms has led to a new way of analyzing medical imaging. 

Image recognition algorithms built with machine learning have become common across 

many different fields including ecommerce, marketing, and autonomous vehicles. They have 

become remarkably accurate, often beating human professionals and dramatically improving 

efficiency. Medical imaging has not remained untouched from these algorithms as many 

healthcare professionals now use software to diagnose patients based on their MRI, X-ray, or CT 

scan. However, there are several problems with their use. First, the increased accuracy is not 

equitably distributed across races and genders. Second, humans often instinctively distrust 
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diagnostic algorithms. Thirdly, the algorithms could create legal and ethical problems with things 

like data privacy and misdiagnosis. 

In this paper, I argue that by applying a participatory design approach to the development 

of medical imaging analysis algorithms, doctors and patients will have more confidence and trust 

in them and that some of the issues with bias and accuracy can be solved, but that ultimately 

some aspects of the algorithms will remain uncontrollable. In my literature review section, I 

present the current application of machine learning in medical imaging, the benefits gained from 

this application, and the ethical concerns associated with it. I gather my data from medical 

studies, academic research, and whitepapers from medical professionals. In my analysis, I find 

that participatory design can remedy some of the ethical concerns but cannot ultimately address 

the issue entirely due to the nature of the algorithms. I conclude that more frameworks and 

solutions should be researched, but that principles of participatory design can be incredibly 

valuable when applied to this problem. 

Literature Review 

Machine learning (ML) algorithms are becoming increasingly used in medical imaging 

diagnosis, and this growth is mostly being driven by their accuracy. Medical imaging as a field 

covers a variety of different types of imaging and scans, including x-rays, MRI, CT scans, and 

ultrasound. Some machine learning algorithms have been proven to be more accurate in 

analyzing medical imaging, such as MRI, than human doctors (Nishida et al., 2022). For 

example, a study was done in which three machine learning algorithms were trained using 

ultrasound images of livers with and without tumors, each with a different number of images in 

the training set: AI model-1 with the least images, AI model-2 with the second-least, and AI 

model-3 with the most. 
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Figure 1: (a) Comparison of accuracies on four-class discrimination (b) comparison of 

accuracies for the malignant tumor (Nishida et al., 2022, p. 315) 

As can be seen in Figure 1, all three algorithms outperformed human analysis, both expert and 

non-expert physicians, in diagnosing four-class discrimination and malignant liver tumors: “The 

accuracies of AI models are significantly higher than those of human experts (p = 0.0325 by 

Wilcoxon rank sum test)” (Nishida et al., 2022, p. 316).  

This accuracy extends across other conditions and imaging types as brain MRIs after a 

stroke to determine likelihood of developing symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage: “Advances in 

ML and DL have allowed for the development of more accurate models which outperform the 

traditional SEDAN and HAT scores” (Mainali et al., 2021, p. 4). Yet another example is in breast 

ultrasounds to identify cancer where scientists found that an algorithm outperformed radiologists 

in multiple categories: “when considering sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy, S-Detect™ for 

Breast produced a favorable performance compared to the radiologists, as an empirical result in 

the study” (O’Connell et al., 2022, p. 103). This increase in accuracy is impossible to ignore 

when the ultimate goal of medicine is providing the best possible care for patients. 
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As Bhardwaj (2017) notes, the implementation of machine learning in healthcare is also 

part of a larger change needed to address the rapid growth of the industry. Bhardwaj (2017) 

specifically highlights a startup, Enlitic, that is using machine learning “to turn medical data such 

as lab x-rays and images, patient histories, and physician notes into meaningful insights and 

patterns” (p. 238). Enlitic recently found that their software was 50% more accurate than a panel 

of expert radiologists at diagnosing lung cancer nodules (Bhardwaj et al., 2017). Dramatically 

increased accuracy and efficiency would be welcome in the US, a country where “healthcare 

costs are rising at rates close to double of our economic growth rate” (Bhardwaj et al., 2017, p. 

236). When considered this way, machine learning seems less like an option to potentially 

increase accuracy, and more like a financial inevitability to ensure quality care for the growing 

number of patients. However, this increase in accuracy and efficiency does come at a cost. 

One concern is that accuracy in image analysis machine learning algorithms has been 

shown to inequitable across different groups. Misdiagnosis can result in loss of life or other 

severe health consequences so providing quality care to all should be paramount. In many image 

recognition algorithms, accuracy has been shown to differ based on race or gender, creating 

inequity and bias in healthcare (Chen et al., 2021). Many groups such as low-income, 

transgender and non-binary, and immigrant populations are not well documented in medical 

datasets. This lack of representation leads to massively imbalanced datasets that skew towards all 

the majority demographics. Imbalanced datasets are common in medical imaging as many of the 

conditions that need to be identified are extremely rare, such as brain tumors which occur in only 

1% of the population (Zhang et al., 2019). 

Another big concern is that training algorithms can result in privacy concerns. As 

Jaremko (2019) notes in a whitepaper written by a group of Canadian radiologists: “Historically, 
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a patient’s medical data was consulted only occasionally and solely in care of that patient, at 

initial consultation and follow-up, then archived and often deleted over time due to the cost of 

storage” (p. 108). As AI is introduced into healthcare, the data is also used in another way – to 

create massive datasets that will train algorithms to diagnose other patients (Jaremko et al., 

2019). Patient’s data must be used in a whole different way for these algorithms to be effective, 

and as the doctors note, “Personal information in radiology comprises mainly images, analogous 

to photos taken by various ‘cameras’ (x-ray, ultrasound, computed tomography [CT], etc). This 

data is highly personal and sensitive” (Jaremko, et. al, 2019, p. 109). Massive amounts of data 

being gathered, stored, and accessed increases the risk of a leak. 

 

Figure 2: Digital Recreation of Patient’s Face from Data (Jaremko et al., 2019, p. 113) 

Figure 2 shows how extremely personal information allowing identification of patients can be 

found in seemingly anonymous data groups. As digital recreation technology continues to 

advance, data privacy breaches like this will become even more dangerous. 

ML algorithms often provoke distrust from doctors and patients because they work very 

differently than a human analyzing an image. As Karmakar (2021) notes, the decisions made by 

ML algorithms are fundamentally at odds with medicine and science, as they are made in 
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milliseconds by indecipherable neural networks. In a study done to analyze the patient side of 

this distrust, results showed that patients trusted AI diagnosis less than human doctors, even 

when they are shown that the AI is more accurate (Juravle et al. 2020). On the doctor side, the 

issue is even more complicated. What does a doctor do when their diagnosis is at odds with the 

result from the algorithm? Algorithms rarely provide reasoning behind their feedback, as the 

images are simply kicked through thousands of layers of the neural network which then arrives at 

a conclusion. A situation like this puts the doctor in an impossible dilemma: if they defer to the 

algorithm they are going against their own professional opinion, but if they go with their own 

decision and are wrong, they are ignoring a supposedly very accurate algorithm (Grote et al. 

2020). Machine learning obscures situations in the field of medicine that were historically clear. 

Arguably the largest concern of them all is the ethical liability of errors by the AI. Dai 

(2022) highlights the potential shift in liability: “Traditionally, adhering to the standard of care 

shields the physician from liability even when adverse patient outcomes occur. When the 

physician uses AI, the situation changes” (p. 4445). In their whitepaper, the Association of 

Canadian Radiologists emphasizes this risk:  

Worse, AI may be harmful. The US Food and Drug Administration states that diagnostic 

medical devices can be harmful in 5 ways [53]: increasing false-positive results (leading 

to unnecessary additional procedures), increasing false-negative results (failing to 

diagnose disease), being applied to inappropriate populations; being misused by human 

users; and malfunctioning by providing incorrect output. (Jaremko, et. al, 2019, p. 115). 

 

These five ways are meant to apply to all diagnostic medical devices but all of them apply to 

these algorithms. Failure to diagnose could result in the disease becoming much worse. False-

positive results could lead to unnecessary, dangerous, and costly procedures. A simple computer 

malfunction could lead to a mistake. When mistakes are made responsibility must be assigned. 
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Yet AI clouds what would be an easy case of liability, depending on the level of autonomy given 

to the AI: 

Indeed, liability with these level 1 systems continues to rest with the user (radiologist or 

other clinician). However, as higher levels of autonomy are intended, liability will begin 

to shift to the AI system and hence to the manufacturer and regulatory body. If the device 

is intended to autonomously diagnose a certain disease and the system is used as intended 

by the physician or institution, how could they be accused of malpractice? (Jaremko, et. 

al, 2019, p. 115). 

 

The Canadian radiologists observe that when the AI replaces the expert human doctor’s role and 

judgment entirely, it should be argued that the liability for mistakes lies on the AI and its 

developer. The field of medicine, due to its unique ethical dilemmas, can turn a simple image 

recognition algorithm into a liable agent for drastically altering a human’s life. Efforts to mitigate 

these trust and accuracy issues are often an uphill battle due to the black-box nature of the ML 

algorithms. ML algorithms typically only provide the result of a classification (either diseased or 

not) without providing any rationale as to how they made that classification (Komura et al. 

2019). 

 The framework that I attempt to address these issues with is participatory design (PD). 

PD began in Scandinavia but spread to the U.S. in the 1980s (Gregory, 2003). PD was first used 

as a strategy “to address workplace transformations brought about by computers” (Donia et al., 

2021, p. 2). As a framework, it centers around the idea that “the people destined to use the 

system play a critical role in designing it” (Gregory, 2003, p. 62). It argues that by allowing all of 

the future stakeholders of a product, system, or research to be involved in the design decision 

process more usable, useful, and creative solutions will be proposed and executed. But in 

participatory design, the solution is not the only potential benefit. As Gregory (2003) notes, other 

benefits include “improving the knowledge upon which systems are built; enabling people to 

develop realistic expectations and reducing resistance to change; and increasing workplace 
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democracy by giving the members of an organization the right to participate in decisions that are 

likely to affect their work” (p. 63). Allowing each user to be involved increases trust and 

knowledge in the system, allowing them to feel more empowered and encouraged to use it. In the 

analysis section of this paper, I explore how this powerful framework can be applied to medical 

imaging analysis algorithms. 

Methods 

I gathered secondary sources, mostly research on the issues caused by ML algorithms, 

such as accuracy bias and trust concerns, and on the potential participatory design’s application 

to ML algorithms. I gathered research primarily from medical professionals, STS academics, and 

computer scientists. In my review of this literature, I looked to see who the stakeholders are in 

medical imaging analysis and how they could be effectively involved in the design process of the 

ML algorithms. I explored several different academic opinions on how participatory design can 

be applied to this field – both for and against it. 

Analysis 

Participatory design in the most traditional sense is difficult to apply across the machine 

learning process. The algorithms often train entirely on their own, assigning weights to certain 

nodes without human interference. “Normally in PD, the designer can to some extent predict 

effects of the design choices. This is different with AI, where the rationale for the system’s 

operation is hidden both in difficult-to-understand formalisms and difficult-to-know training sets 

– often too difficult for a nonexpert to see through” (Bratteteig et al., 2018, p. 4).  
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Figure 3: Simple Artificial Neural Network (Klang, 2018, p. 1327) 

In Figure 3, a very simple example of a neural network with only three hidden layers is 

presented to be used in supervised learning. During the training phase, thousands of images are 

sent through the input and through each layer one by one until the results are combined to give 

an output. The network is designed to work like a human brain with each neuron having a unique 

weight and “firing” based on the input received. While training, the weights of each neuron shift 

based on whether the output is correct, and after receiving thousands of inputs, the accuracy of 

the network greatly increases. At this point the training phase is complete, and the algorithm is 

ready to take real input. Over the course of the training process, the developers have no control 

over how the network changes or assigns weights to the neurons. 

As a result, some argue that PD is made obsolete by AI due to the lack of control 

provided to the stakeholders in the training of the algorithm: “Even if one understands what AI 

does in principle, it is not possible to foresee how it changes over time and hence how the 

activity in which the system will be part of will change (maybe even fundamentally). This is 
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problematic if PD should maintain its aim to enhance users’ control over their activities” 

(Bratteteig et al. 2018, p. 3). Sloane (2020) notes how ML systems are often biased and the trend 

towards applying more “participatory ML systems” but cautions against seeing it as a fix for 

machine learning. Although ML seems like the perfect candidate for the framework due to the 

complexity and trust issues causes, applying it gets complicated quickly (Sloane et al., 2020). 

However, PD can still provide valuable help in other parts of the design process like 

bigger picture decision-making and data collection for the algorithms themselves. The first way 

in which participation can be increased to decrease bias against minority groups is to increase 

their presence in the data used to train algorithms. As Sloane (2020) observes, our data is being 

constantly collected to improve algorithms’ performance: “Billions of ordinary web users also 

continually participate in the production and refinement of ML, as their online (and offline) 

activities produce neatly labeled rows of data on how they click their way around the web, 

navigate their streets, and engage in any number of other… activities” (p. 2). Although this 

aspect of participation may seem too obvious, it is arguably the most important part of applying 

participatory design. One of largest contributors to differences in accuracy is imbalanced training 

data. Chen (2021) observes: “Recent work on acute kidney injury achieved state-of-the-art 

prediction performance in a large dataset of 703,782 adult patients… however, the authors noted 

that model performance was lower in female patients since they make up 6.38% of patients in the 

training data” (p. 6). Chen (2021) also notes that this bias cannot be avoided by simply using a 

balanced initial smaller set of data and then training further using the larger imbalanced data set. 

De Bruijne (2016) points out the dangers of an imbalanced dataset:  

However, depending on the training data, diagnosis decisions could well be driven not by 

signs of disease, but by signs of a confounding factor that is correlated with disease status 

in the training set. For instance, if a disease has higher prevalence in men than in women, 

a complex learning algorithm might decide that the size of certain structures is a good 
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indicator for the risk of disease, while in a study covering a large age range, signs of 

normal aging might be highlighted as strongly suspicious of dementia (p. 3). 

 

One fix is collecting a training set that is balanced for these confounding factors such as gender 

or age, but a better fix is incorporating possible other predictors in the learning to try to learn the 

relationship between the confounders and images (de Bruijne et al., 2016). The composition of 

the training data completely almost completely molds the algorithm, and when given an 

imbalanced dataset, algorithms designed to identify patterns will identify incorrect signs of 

disease that skew results towards certain age groups, genders, or races. The best potential 

solutions seem to be either collecting “balanced comprehensive data” or “creating specialty 

learning algorithms” (Chen et al., 2021, p. 6). Collecting balanced data can’t be a small endeavor 

or afterthought to be effective – it must be a concerted, total effort. 

The idea that there are no technical changes that can be made to machine learning 

algorithms is a myth. While they are mostly a product of their dataset, there are still design 

choices in the mathematics behind how they interact with that dataset. Chen (2021) notes that 

one area that could result in biases such as these is when choosing a loss function for the 

algorithm: “Recent work has shown that models trained with a surrogate loss may exhibit errors 

that disproportionately affect undersampled groups in the training data” (p. 12). Seemingly 

simple, purely technical decisions like this can have a large impact on the level of bias present in 

the algorithms after they complete their training (Chen et al., 2021). To recognize the importance 

of design choices like the loss function, it is important to involve those represented by 

undersampled data. 

Another important foundational step to ensure that potential moral and ethical challenges 

are considered early on is to increase representation of minority groups on the development 

teams for these algorithms. De Boer (2021) notes the importance of minority representation: 
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“Ensuring that development teams for ML diagnostic systems are inclusive and diverse—in 

terms of gender, age, race, culture, socioeconomic background, and so forth—should enable the 

qualitative moral impacts to be foregrounded early on in the design process” (p. 261). Chen 

(2021) notes what a lack of diversity in development can lead to by observing some differences 

in research done and funded by minority groups: “Research shows that scientists from 

underrepresented racial and gender groups tend to prioritize different research topics. They 

produce more novel research, but their innovations are taken up at lower rates” (p. 6). Not having 

these groups represented in the design process simply makes it easier to overlook certain 

problems. As de Boer (2021) observes, participatory design “equips participants with a repertoire 

for expressing how they are affected by the introduction of ML and for engaging in a dialogue 

about whether these effects are desirable” (p. 261). Hiring minority developers empowers them 

by giving them a platform to voice how the algorithms affect their communities. 

 In the same way increasing minority representation in the development process can help 

address issues specific to those groups, involving doctors in the design process of the algorithms 

and educating them on how the algorithms have been trained and function will allow them to 

both trust them more and be aware of their limitations. In their whitepaper, the Canadian 

Radiologists, recommend two things to prepare for potential liability issues:  

1. CAR to work together with other stakeholders such as provincial Ministries of Health 

and the Canadian Medical Protection Association to develop guidelines for appropriate 

deployment of AI assistive tools in hospital departments and radiology groups, seeking to 

minimize potential harm and institutional liability for malpractice in case of medical error 

involving AI.  

2. Radiologists using AI should be aware of its limitations, use AI appropriately within 

algorithms of care, and not allow AI to replace human expert judgment (Jaremko, et. al, 

2019, p. 116). 

The importance of being aware of the limitations of AI is the most important part of these 

recommendations, and the best way to ensure that is by getting radiologists involved in the 
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development process for the algorithms. Obviously, it will be impossible to let every radiologist 

in the room, but having representation from their expertise will allow several key things. First, it 

will allow them to voice concerns or suggestions about how to make a product to better suit their 

needs. Second, it will allow them to take knowledge of how the algorithm works and educate 

other radiologists by speaking at conferences or writing academic literature on how to safely use 

and implement the software. As Leimanis (2021) points out “Medical practitioners will have to 

be able to explain the treatment decisions that will be based on AI recommendations. It will in 

turn require significantly higher level of understanding by the medical staff of the underlying 

technology, including AI applications, both from technological, medical and regulatory aspects” 

(p. 99). The education on the algorithms does not mean that that doctors must become machine 

learning experts themselves: “Although doctors might not need to know the detailed 

mathematical calculations used in a machine learning algorithm, they could be educated about 

the types of data used in making the predictions and the relative weights assigned to each type of 

data (Ngiam et al. 2019, p. 271).” Knowledge of the algorithms will not only be helpful but 

almost a requirement to practice medicine and participatory design will ensure it is achieved.  

 Participatory design cannot solve every issue related to ML medical imaging analysis 

algorithms, but by applying it to the data collection and training process, increasing minority 

representation on the development teams, and involving radiologists in the development process, 

many of the issues can be either fixed or at least partially remedied. 

Conclusion 

Many parts of our lives are impacted by these black-box algorithms, but when 

considering the massive consequences of medical imaging diagnosis, we must actively try to 

better understand and manage them. As I have argued in this paper, participatory design can be a 
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useful framework to apply to medical imaging analysis algorithms, paving the way for a more 

equitable distribution of accuracy, increase in trust from doctors and patients, and security of 

patient’s data. My hope is that from this paper, healthcare professionals, patients, and 

programmers can gain a better understanding of how machine learning is being used in medical 

imaging analysis and the associated concerns. Hopefully, they will be able to also apply some of 

the insights offered by participatory design to data collection and algorithm design in spite of the 

difficulties posed. They will also realize that participatory design as a framework cannot be a 

catch all solution to the issue, and that further research using other frameworks could lead to 

even more solutions to the problems presented in this paper. Even with some of the risks and 

ethical issues, ML offers great hope for doctors to be able to identify diseases much quicker than 

a human could, resulting in potentially many saved lives. 
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